RELICS FOR DUNGEONEERS AND OTHER FOOLHARDY FOLKS


* Antidote Potion
Essential when dealing with venomous creatures.
M: a small plastic vial with colored water.
I: Drink the water from the vial (or mime doing so), repeat x10 "Cure poison"
E: User gains the benefit of one Cure Poison spell/enchantment.
N: This is a one-use magical item (that is, it disappears from the game after one use).


* Bag of Holding
Never leave home without it!
M: A large sack with a strap, or a backpack.
I: Place unusable item in bag, repeat 10x "Retrieving", recover 'new' item from Bag.
E: Whenever the bearer of this relic loses a weapon, bow, or similar item by it being broken, heated, or otherwise taken from him, they can always retrieve a "new" one from the Bag. A Bag of Holding can "replace" an item up to three times per life.
N: Naturally, any enchantments or special effects on the weapon are lost.


* Boots of Teleportation
This nice pair of boots is useful for getting past chasms and other subterranean dangers.
M: A pair of leather boots
I: As per Teleport
E: Twice per life, the wearer may teleport to any destination within 50 feet that is visible to him or her.


* Cloak of Resistance, Acid
This relic allows you to tolerate hot environments more easily.
M: A full-length hooded cloak made of green linen.
E: While wearing the cloak and hood over the head, the wearer and all equipment worn are immune to acid-based damage such as from Acid Bolts or an Emerald Dragon's breath. 


* Cloak of Resistance, Cold
This relic allows you to tolerate hot environments more easily.
M: A full-length hooded cloak made of white linen.
E: While wearing the cloak and hood over the head, the wearer and all equipment worn are immune to cold-based attacks, such as from Iceballs or an Opal Dragon's breath.


*Cloak of Resistance, Death
This relic allows you to tolerate death magic more easily.
M: A full-length hooded cloak made of red linen.
E: While wearing the cloak and hood over the head, the wearer and all equipment worn are immune to death effects, such as from Spheres of Annihilation or a Sable Dragon's breath.


* Cloak of Resistance, Flame
This relic allows you to tolerate flame  more easily.
M: A full-length hooded cloak made of red linen.
E: While wearing the cloak and hood over the head, the wearer and all equipment worn are immune to flame, such as from Fireballs or a Crimson Dragon's breath. Does not confer protection to lightning, such as from Call Lightning.


* Cloak of Resistance, Lightning
This relic allows you to tolerate lightning more easily.
M: A full-length hooded cloak made of blue linen.
E: While wearing the cloak and hood over the head, the wearer and all equipment worn are immune to lightning-based attacks, such as from Lightning Bolts or an Azure Dragon's breath.


* Dowsing Rod
Based on the tradition of being able to search for water with a special stick.
M: A short stick that forks at one end.
I: Hold the relic with both hands and repeat 10x "Detect water"
E: The wielder immediately knows of the location and depth of any water or water-like terrain within 50 feet, including quicksand. The relic will detect Water Elementals as bodies of water, but will not reveal them as creatures.


* Eternal Torch
"a light to you in dark places when all other lights go out"
M: A dagger-length weapon with a white cover.
I: To light or relight an Eternal Torch, repeat 10x "Lighting". To extinguish the light source (for whatever reason), repeat 1x "Extinguishing".
E: This relic will function as a light source (see BNTD page 4) and can be used as a normal melee weapon, but will only inflict subdual damage. The relic gives off no heat. It is reusable and non-extinguishable by any means short of the user extinguishing it manually. This means that the relic will even function underwater.


* Ferdinand's Repeating Hourglass
This fabulous relic grants one the ability to see into the very near future, enabling one to avoid danger.
M: An hourglass about 1 foot high
I: Raise hourglass in the air  (full-end up if possible), repeat "Turn time back on itself, reveal itself, repeat itself"
E: After the hourglass is set, every player (monster, standard class, friend, foe, even Barbarians) within 50 feet of the hourglass gains 1 point of Invulnerability usable only within a 100 count of the hourglass being activated. This bonus Invulnerability stacks with any other armor or invulnerability each player has, but this bonus Invulnerability is always lost before any other armor or invulnerability. This relic is usable only once per game.


* Healing Potion
A must-have item for any adventurer.
M: a small plastic vial with colored water.
I: Drink the water from the vial (or mime doing so), repeat x10 "Healing"
E: User gains the benefit of one Heal spell to a hit location of his choice.
N: This is a one-use magical item (that is, it disappears from the game after one use).


* Hester's Encyclopaedia of Eldritch Creatures
"What on earth is that?" "Oh it's a foo creature." "What's it do?" "Hold on, let me look it up…"
M: A large, very large, enormous hardbound book. (Like the size of a large-print college-level dictionary.)
I: Open relic tome in hand, point to monster, repeat 10x "Tell me everything about (monster class's name)".
R: 50 ft.
E: The player of the monster may either pass his copy of his monster handout to the bearer of the tome, or read it aloud to the bearer of the tome. Neither the possessor of the tome nor the monster may harm or be harmed while the relic is being "consulted" or for a 5 count after the consultation has finished. This relic may be used 3 times per life.
N: This relic may not be used in quests except with special permission of the reeves.


* Mask of Breath
With this relic, you can hold your breath indefinitely.
M: A mask that covers the mouth and nose.
E: While wearing this mask, the user cannot drown or suffocate.
N: This mask can be worn around the neck if required.


* Medicine Potion
This concoction of magical herbs will  cleanse your body of sickness.
M: A flask of colored water.
I: Drink the water from the flask (or mime doing so), repeat x10 "Cure disease"
E: User gains the benefit of one Cure Disease spell.
N: This is a one-use magical item (that is, it disappears from the game after one use).


* Oil of Reinforcement
This magical substance can make objects impervious to rust.
M: A flask of golden liquid.
I: Hold metal item or weapon in one hand and relic in the other, and repeat 10x "Applying"
E: Affected weapon or item is immune to corrosion, such as by a Corrosion Beast.
N: Will not protect from other forms of destruction, such as a Fireball. This is a one-use magical item (that is, it disappears from the game after one use).


* Portable Door
A way out whenever you need it.
M: A thin wooden door about two feet wide and three feet high, complete with a metal handle and toggle latch.
I: Hold the door flat against a wall up to 6 inches thick and repeat 10x "This door give us easy passage"
E: After placing the door against a suitable wall and speaking the incant, the door can be swung open, revealing a smooth passage through the wall to the empty space on the other side. Any creature that would be small enough to fit into the passage created by the door. After the owner of the relic climbs through, the Portable Door will automatically shut itself and will appear on the wall for the owner to retrieve. This relic is usable 2/life.
N: All players of any standard class will fit, as will most Humanoids. Large creatures will definitely not fit. Which monsters are small enough to pass through a Portable Door is ultimately at the discretion of the reeves.


* Ring of Three Wishes
Every questor's dream…
M: A ring made of pure diamond and gilded in white platinum, with three tiny white platinum tulip bulbs in a setting of smaller diamond tulip bulbs.
I: Pick one of the tulip bulbs from the ring and repeat 1x "I wish for a (name of effect)"; then repeat the usual incant for the game effect being asked for or (if there is no usual incant) repeat the official name of the game effect 20 times.
E: This ring grants its wearer immunity to control magic. More importantly, the relic will grant three Wishes (explained below) to the wearer. Each tulip bulb can only be used once (which disintegrate after the Wish is requested), but the wearer cannot accidentally pick one of the bulbs, or pick one deliberately without intending to use the Wish. If the relic is found by someone unaware of its power, they will not be able to pick one of the tulip bulbs and use a Wish until they learn what the Ring can do and how to activate it.
N: The Ring of Three Wishes is a relic's relic. This relic should never be a prize simply to be awarded to the winner of an ordinary fighting tournament, or to handed out the winner of the previous Quest of the Week(tm). This relic should only be available as a very special award for exceptional performance or service or contribution to Amtgard, whether on or off the field.
Wishes (this info to be placed into a sidebar):
A Wish is a powerful ability, possibly one of the most powerful and easily the most versatile. A Wish is one's whim becoming reality.
In game terms, the power of a Wish is contained in some breakable extremely valuable object, said power being released when the object is broken or ruined and the words of the wish immediately spoken. 
A creature with a Wish can gain the use of any one magic or class ability once. For example, if the player Wishes for a Finger of Death or Berserk they can cast that spell or use that class ability once per game (or one additional time per game if they can already have it).
If the player wishes for a magic ball such as Fireball, they gain one Fireball that's reusable till the end of their current life.
The creature with a Wish can also Wish to be Transformed into any summonable monster, sacrificing the requisite number of lives to play that monster for one life, with all the abilities that monster class possesses.
Any game effect with an official name (such as Berserk, Finger of Death, or Transform) can be produced with a Wish, but asking for something besides this (such as wishing for a bag of gold) is subject to the discretion of the reeves. Asking for something too unusual or too powerful will waste the Wish or result only in a partial effect as determined by the reeves. A player with a Wish cannot wish to be totally unkillable by any means. Wishing for such things, if the Wish works at all, may result in the Wisher becoming immune to magic, gaining a layer of Stoneskin, or becoming undead (you can't be killed if you're already dead).


* Sacred Emblem
All undead fear the power of the divine.
M: An ivory plaque with the likeness or symbol of a benevolent deity
I: While pointing the relic toward an undead creature, repeat "I make thee in awe" or "I make thee afraid!"
E: Undead creature is affected by Awe/Fear, as the spell. Immunity to control does not negate this relic.


* Scroll of Resurrection
This relic gives you a second chance at life…
M: a scroll.
I: While standing over the body of a dead creature, unravel the scroll, and read from it (literally or symbolically) the incant of the Resurrect spell, touch the dead body.
E: The dead creature touched is Resurrected, as per the spell.
N: This is a one-use magical item (that is, it disappears from the game after one use).


* Shield of Shadows
This shield can protect you in more ways than one.
M: A medium round shield with a black cover.
I: While standing still in an unlit area, hold the shield before you and repeat 5x "Shadows hide and protect me."
E: Twice per life, you become stealthy: you cannot be seen or attacked directly as long as you remain stationary (you are still vulnerable to area-effect magic such as mass spells, however). You may attack but this ends the stealth effect. Other players are allowed to avoid you. Tracking, Truth, and similar abilities can negate the stealth effect.


* Trapfinder Glass
You'll never have to watch your step again...
M: A monocle.
I: Monocle in place, repeat 5x "Find traps".
E: The player can determine the presence of any trap. The player must say “Find traps” x5, and then call for
a Reeve to determine the presence of any traps. The trapfinder may locate any trap, including magical ones
(i.e.: fixed enchantments). 


